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SECNAV Priorities

Acquisition Reform
Unmanned Systems
Greening the Department
SECNAV

Greening the Department

- Evaluate energy use in contract awards
- Deploy Green Strike Group by 2016
- Cut petroleum use 50% by 2015
- Produce 50% of shore power by 2020
- 50% alternative energy for ships, tanks, vehicles, aircraft by 2020
ASN/RDA Priorities

Get requirements right
Promote industrial base
Make every dollar count
Strengthen acquisition workforce
Enhance program performance
DASN ExW Priorities

SECNAV Priorities
ASN/RDA Priorities
Expeditionary acquisition programs
Marine Corps leading the way

- MRAP
- EFV
- G/ATOR
- CAC2S
- Expeditionary energy
- Body armor
- Other programs
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